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OUR CLASS NAME



FRIENDS IN MY CLASS



Contents

DAY1

DAY3

DAY2

ENCOUNTER & BEAUTY 

OUR SURROUNDINGS & 
BEAUTY

MY JOY

8p

12p

10p

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

RESOURCES

RESOURCES

Name Tag, PaperXL(2 each class), PaperM(1each), Colored paper(4each),  
BoardS(each), Drawing material, Painting material, Sculpture material

PaperS(1each), PaperM(1each), Coloredpaper(1each), BoardS(1each), 
BoardM(1each), PaperXL(1each class), Yarn, Drawing material, Painting mate-
rial, Sculpture material, Straws

Coloredpaper(4each), CanvasS(1each), PaperM(1each), PaperL(1each), 
wooden sticks, Cello Sheets, Painting material, Sculpture material, Drawing 
material

<Lines that Wiggle>

<Press Here> <The Way I Feel>



DAY4

DAY5

FRIENDS & THANKFULNESS
MUSIC

FAMILY & DREAM HOME
HOPE

14p

16p

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

CanvasM(2each), CanvasL(1each), PaperM(1each), Coloredpaper(2each), 
Painting Material, Object for touch, Fabric(Lesso/Stamp)

CanvasM(1each), PaperM(2each), Wooden Sticks, Yarn, 
Coloredpaper(4each), Drawing material, Painting material, Sculpture material

DAY6 OUR COMMUNITY & HOPE 18p

MATERIALS
PaperM(1each), PaperXL(1each class), CanvasXL(1each class), 
Coloredpaper(1each), Kite material, Drawing material, Sculpture material

RESOURCES
<The Thankful Things>

RESOURCES
House from Allovertheworld, Various Professions



Contents

DAY7 FESTIVAL 20p

MATERIALS
Exhibition Materials(Tape, Stapler, Sissors, Rope, Clips)

Drawing Materials: Crayons
Painting Materials: Paint, Cup, Brush, Pallett
Sculpture Materials: Sissor, Glue, Yarn, Coloredpaper





am10 - pm12

1

3

2

8

DAY1  ENCOUNTER & BEAUTY

Encounter & Beauty

[Key Point]  Pressious Encounters. We are all Artists 

Play with Lines

Who is in our class? 2

Introduce one another, Making the class name
Introduce Brush with Hope and our core values

Many different lines in the world

Making Name tags / Memorizing each others’ names
Creatiing communication tools for our class

-
-

-

-
-

PaperXL(1each class), Drawing Materials  

PaperM(1each), Painting Material

What is your favorite songs?

How many different lines can we find? 

Name Tags, Name Tag Paper, Drawing Materials



Class Notes

9

pm2 - pm4

4

5

Together: Connecting the lines
Connecting different lines together in one big paper. -

Paper Line Sculpture
Sculpting different lines with colored paper-

PaperXL(1each class), Drawing material, Painting material

BoardS(1each), Colored paper(4each), Sculpture material



am10 - pm12

10

1
-

Mix My Own Color2
-

Cello Sheets, <Press Here> 

How many colors can we find in this world? 
Play with Color: Explore various colors

[Key Point]  We are all unique and each one can have unique thoughts. 

DAY2  MY JOY

When you think about this color, what comes to your mind? 
If you would like to create color of leaf, what colors can we mix?
What if we mix all the colors we have?

Many Emotions3

Brush and Pallet: Introduce how we can use brush and pallet as a tool to 
express our mind and feelings.  

CanvasS(1each), Painting Material

Many Emotions: Share all different emotions we have in our lives
Express my emotions through self-portrait

-
-

재료 PaperM(1each), Drawing material, Painting material, Sculpture material 
<The Way I Feel>  



Class Notes

11

pm2 - pm4

4

5

My Joy
My Favorite Flowers
My Treasure Box: What would be inside of my treasure box?
My Book: What makes me happy and joyful?   

-
-
-

Coloredpaper(4each), PaperL(1each), Wooden sticks, Drawing 
material, Sculpture material, Painting material



am10 - pm12

12

1

PaperS(1each), Drawing material

- Trace our hand and draw what we have touched 
(see, touch, smell, taste, hear)

Five Senses 

[Key Point]  Finding beauty in our surroundings

DAY3  OUR SURROUNDINGS &  
      BEAUTY 

Our Surroundings & Beauty2

Beautiful Spot within our surroundigns: Create frame and find beauty 
within our surroundings and draw the landscape. 

-

BoardM(1each), PaperM(1each), Drawing material, Painting material, 
Sculpture material 



Class Notes

13

pm2 - pm4

4

5

Weaving
Weaving : Find 3 colors from our surroundings and weave them together-

Yarn, BoardS(1each), Sculpture material

3

4 Together
Together: Express nature: rain, wind, sun
Straw painting

-
-

PaperXL(1each), Painting material, Sculpture material, Straw 



am10 - pm12

14

2
-
-

Make present for a friend
Praise one another

With Friends

Friends 1
Friends’ Face: Partnered with a friend and draw one another’s face. Look 
closely how my friend looks and turn to draw with only with memory
Face each other and add the parts that are missing 

-

-

CanvasM(1each), Drawing material

[Key Point]  Express thankfulness to our friends

DAY4 FRIENDS & THANKFULNESS

Colorpaper(2each), Drawing material, Sculpture material 

Stamp Painting
Using objects from our surroundigns and create stamp painting-

Fabric, Natural objects, Painting material

3



Class Notes

15

pm2 - pm4

4

5

4

DAY4  MUSIC

Express Music
Listening to the live music
Express lines and colors as we listen to the music
Share what we created

-
-
-

CanvasM(1each), CanvasL(1each), Painting material

5 Imagine the Touch
Touch: Imagine the objects inside of the pocket and draw 
with imagination

PaperM(1each), Touch objects, Painting material

How does it feel? Is it sharp or smooth? Hard or soft? 
What do you think it is used for? 

-

[Key Point]  Feel and Express



am10 - pm12

16

Family & Dream Home

Family Table

1

2

Dream Home: How would it look like? What would be different from my 
current home? What will be inside? Who will live?

Draw our family table and make a special meal for them

-

-

CanvasM(1each), Painting material, <Home Allaroudntheworld>

[Key Point]  Genuine Love and Home 

DAY5  FAMILY & DREAM HOME

What would I like to eat?
If it is my family’s birthday, what will we eat? 
What kind of table do I like and what kind of plate?

PaperM(1each), Yarn, Colored paper(2each), Drawing material, 
Painting material



Class Notes

17

pm2 - pm4

4

5

DAY5  HOPE

How can I be helpful for others? 4

Puppet Play
Share why would you like to become that person?

-
-

Wooden sticks(1each), Sculpture material

Who I want to become? 3

Paper Puppet: What kind of person I want to become? Introduce various 
professions and emphasize their heart fiilled missions. 

-

PaperM(1each), Yarn, Coloredpaper(2each), Drawing material, 
<Various Professions> 

[Key Point] Myself in the future. How can I be helpful for others?



am10 - pm12

18

1

[Key Point] Hope and beauty in our community 

DAY6  OUR COMMUNITY & 
      HOPE

Beauty in our community 
Together: Create map together with the school as the center point. Draw 
where my home is located

-

PaperXL(1each class), Drawing material 

What are the things I am proud of within our community?
What is my favorite things in our community? 

Needs in our community 
Make a list of the things we need in our community 
Together: Draw the things that we need in our community 

-
-

What do we need in our community? 
What would be helpful to have in our community? 

PaperM(1each), Drawing material, Painting material 

2



Class Notes

19

pm2 - pm4

4

5

3

4

Hope in our community
Kite: Story of our community -

Colorpaper(1each), Drawing material, Kite material

What would make our community happy and hopeful? 
What would our community looks like in the future? 

What would be the color of our community? 

Our Story 
Last Class: Share our stories-

What did you like the most during our project? 
What was the most memorable moment? 

2

CanvasXL(1each), Painting material 



am10 - pm12

20

[Key Point] Our Stories

DAY7  FESTIVAL 



Class Notes

21

pm2 - pm4

4

5



is in the air!



Kindly give us any feedback, suggestions, things you were satisfied/un-
satisfied with, etc...
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Teacher’s Name

Student’s Name/Age/Grade/Gender

2018 BRUSH WITH HOPE EVALUATION FORM

2018 Copyright Mtree. All rights reserved



How was the class today? (atmosphere, attentiveness, curriculum, weather effect, any other notion)

Curriculum (What projects did you do? What was the most fun project for the student?)

Atmosphere / Attentiveness (How did the student participate in today’s class?): 

Other comments (What was the most memorable moment today?):

DAY1



What did we learn about the student today? (behaior, social, emotion, health, any stories that the 
student shared today)

Choose artwork from the student which has most stories / expressions / fun / beautiful work
and please write a description. (At least 1 artwork)

Full Name:
Age:
Title:
Medium:
Size:
Description:



[IDENTITY]

How confidently can the student express her/himself through the medium of art?
Not at all------------------------------------ Somewhat------------------------------------ Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

[IDENTITY]

Can the student explain own artworks clearly?
Not at all------------------------------------ Somewhat------------------------------------ Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

[IDENTITY]

How much can the student talk about her/himself? 
Not at all ----------------------------------- Somewhat ----------------------------------- Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

Answer: 

[IDENTITY]



[CREATIVITY]

How experimental is the student in trying new things?
Copies -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thinks out of box 

1 2 3 4 5 

[CREATIVITY]

Does the student utilize using the art materials in many different ways/methods?

Doesn’t attempt new approaches  -------------------------Uses variety of innovative ways 

1 2 3 4 5 

As instructed  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Explorative 

1 2 3 4 5 

[CREATIVITY]



[DIVERSITY]
How does the student react to friend’s artworks? (e.g. criticizes, ridicules, be attentive, compliments

Answer: 

[DIVERSITY]

How conmfortably can the student mingle with others/friends?
Not at all------------------------------------ Somewhat------------------------------------ Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

[DIVERSITY]



[COLLABORATION]

How much does the student enjoy collaborating with other students?
Not at all------------------------------------ Somewhat------------------------------------ Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

[COLLABORATION]

How much does the student actively interact with others?

Works alone ------------------------ Passively interacts---------------------- Actively interacts

1 2 3 4 5 

[COLLABORATION]

How does the student collaborate for the common goals/projects?(e.g. She leads, supports, listens 
to others, helps, etc.)

Answer: 

[COLLABORATION]



How was the class today? (atmosphere, attentiveness, curriculum, weather effect, any other notion)

Curriculum (What projects did you do? What was the most fun project for the student?)

Atmosphere / Attentiveness (How did the student participate in today’s class?): 

Other comments (What was the most memorable moment today?):

DAY2



What did we learn about the student today? (behaior, social, emotion, health, any stories that the 
student shared today)

Choose artwork from the student which has most stories / expressions / fun / beautiful work
and please write a description. (At least 1 artwork)

Full Name:
Age:
Title:
Medium:
Size:
Description:



How was the class today? (atmosphere, attentiveness, curriculum, weather effect, any other notion)

Curriculum (What projects did you do? What was the most fun project for the student?)

Atmosphere / Attentiveness (How did the student participate in today’s class?): 

Other comments (What was the most memorable moment today?):

DAY3



What did we learn about the student today? (behaior, social, emotion, health, any stories that the 
student shared today)

Choose artwork from the student which has most stories / expressions / fun / beautiful work
and please write a description. (At least 1 artwork)

Full Name:
Age:
Title:
Medium:
Size:
Description:



How was the class today? (atmosphere, attentiveness, curriculum, weather effect, any other notion)

Curriculum (What projects did you do? What was the most fun project for the student?)

Atmosphere / Attentiveness (How did the student participate in today’s class?): 

Other comments (What was the most memorable moment today?):

DAY4



What did we learn about the student today? (behaior, social, emotion, health, any stories that the 
student shared today)

Choose artwork from the student which has most stories / expressions / fun / beautiful work
and please write a description. (At least 1 artwork)

Full Name:
Age:
Title:
Medium:
Size:
Description:



[IDENTITY]

How confidently can the student express her/himself through the medium of art?
Not at all------------------------------------ Somewhat------------------------------------ Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

[IDENTITY]

Can the student explain own artworks clearly?
Not at all------------------------------------ Somewhat------------------------------------ Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

[IDENTITY]

How much can the student talk about her/himself? 
Not at all ----------------------------------- Somewhat ----------------------------------- Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

Answer: 

[IDENTITY]



[CREATIVITY]

How experimental is the student in trying new things?
Copies -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thinks out of box 

1 2 3 4 5 

[CREATIVITY]

Does the student utilize using the art materials in many different ways/methods?

Doesn’t attempt new approaches  -------------------------Uses variety of innovative ways 

1 2 3 4 5 

As instructed  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Explorative 

1 2 3 4 5 

[CREATIVITY]



[DIVERSITY]
How does the student react to friend’s artworks? (e.g. criticizes, ridicules, be attentive, compliments

Answer: 

[DIVERSITY]

How conmfortably can the student mingle with others/friends?
Not at all------------------------------------ Somewhat------------------------------------ Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

[DIVERSITY]



[COLLABORATION]

How much does the student enjoy collaborating with other students?
Not at all------------------------------------ Somewhat------------------------------------ Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

[COLLABORATION]

How much does the student actively interact with others?

Works alone ------------------------ Passively interacts---------------------- Actively interacts

1 2 3 4 5 

[COLLABORATION]

How does the student collaborate for the common goals/projects?(e.g. She leads, supports, listens 
to others, helps, etc.)

Answer: 

[COLLABORATION]



How was the class today? (atmosphere, attentiveness, curriculum, weather effect, any other notion)

Curriculum (What projects did you do? What was the most fun project for the student?)

Atmosphere / Attentiveness (How did the student participate in today’s class?): 

Other comments (What was the most memorable moment today?):

DAY5



What did we learn about the student today? (behaior, social, emotion, health, any stories that the 
student shared today)

Choose artwork from the student which has most stories / expressions / fun / beautiful work
and please write a description. (At least 1 artwork)

Full Name:
Age:
Title:
Medium:
Size:
Description:



How was the class today? (atmosphere, attentiveness, curriculum, weather effect, any other notion)

Curriculum (What projects did you do? What was the most fun project for the student?)

Atmosphere / Attentiveness (How did the student participate in today’s class?): 

Other comments (What was the most memorable moment today?):

DAY6



What did we learn about the student today? (behaior, social, emotion, health, any stories that the 
student shared today)

Choose artwork from the student which has most stories / expressions / fun / beautiful work
and please write a description. (At least 1 artwork)

Full Name:
Age:
Title:
Medium:
Size:
Description:



TEACHER’S REFLECTION
During the program, what were the student’s most noticeable behavioral changes?

Answer: 

What were the student’s strengths?

Answer: 

DAY7



What were the student’s biggest challenges?

Answer: 

How did the student’s creative expression change throughout the program?

Answer: 



[IDENTITY]

How confidently can the student express her/himself through the medium of art?
Not at all------------------------------------ Somewhat------------------------------------ Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

[IDENTITY]

Can the student explain own artworks clearly?
Not at all------------------------------------ Somewhat------------------------------------ Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

[IDENTITY]

How much can the student talk about her/himself? 
Not at all ----------------------------------- Somewhat ----------------------------------- Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

Answer: 

[IDENTITY]



[CREATIVITY]

How experimental is the student in trying new things?
Copies -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thinks out of box 

1 2 3 4 5 

[CREATIVITY]

Does the student utilize using the art materials in many different ways/methods?

Doesn’t attempt new approaches  -------------------------Uses variety of innovative ways 

1 2 3 4 5 

As instructed  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Explorative 

1 2 3 4 5 

[CREATIVITY]



[DIVERSITY]
How does the student react to friend’s artworks? (e.g. criticizes, ridicules, be attentive, compliments

Answer: 

[DIVERSITY]

How conmfortably can the student mingle with others/friends?
Not at all------------------------------------ Somewhat------------------------------------ Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

[DIVERSITY]



[COLLABORATION]

How much does the student enjoy collaborating with other students?
Not at all------------------------------------ Somewhat------------------------------------ Very well

1 2 3 4 5 

[COLLABORATION]

How much does the student actively interact with others?

Works alone ------------------------ Passively interacts---------------------- Actively interacts

1 2 3 4 5 

[COLLABORATION]

How does the student collaborate for the common goals/projects?(e.g. She leads, supports, listens 
to others, helps, etc.)

Answer: 

[COLLABORATION]
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